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First of all so many congratulations on your new Cabinet post; it is so very well deserved 
and it is wholly nght that the PM should reward your obvious merit by giving you such an 
1mportant task. 

I can only apologise for accompanying these words by asking you to read the following 
about which you will shortly be asked to make a decision. I should add that I was about 
to write the same letter to Philip. Giles Ahern, a first class official in the MOD, in fact 
Deputy Fleet Secretary, has been working with me for several years on a task which 
started under his equally impressive predecessor. This is a brief summary of it. 

In 1744, HMS Victory, (the one before Nelson's) sank with 1200 hands in a violent 
storm. It was the flagsh ip of Admiral Sir John Balchin, from whose cousin I am 
descended (he had no Balchin descendents). It lay in the Channel undiscovered until 
2008 when an Amencan firm, Odyssey Marine Exploration, found it and eventually found 
me. There was a lengt hy public consultation during which I offered to found a charity, 
The Maritime Heritage Foundation, which would attempt to 'do a Mary-Rose' on the 
remains. The largest ship in the world when it capsized, Victory contains a collection of 
unique Georgian huge bronze cannon, many of which are visible on the sea bed, it isooo 
xXYXXxxxxxxxxmmxxxxxxxxxxxx·. My offer was the only one, and was eagerly 
accepted by the MOD, and it was transferred to the Foundation by deed of gift, with the 
proviso that any excavation wou ld requi re the permission of the MOD Secretary of State, 
'that consent shall not be unreasonably withheld'. The redoubtable Dr Margaret Rule, the 
architect of the Mary-Rose excavation, is the chairman of my Foundation's archaeological 
committee. I emphasise that we all work entirely voluntarily. 

Any Bnt1sh warship wreck is considered to be 'Sovereign Immune' and thus not subject 
to the normal international rules of salvage wtiich allow the finders to declare it to the 
Rece1ver of Wreck in the1r countnes and to keep a percentage, normally 80%, of the 
value. The minute that it was passed to the F'oundation, however, 'Sovereign Immunity' 
was given up and it currently has the status of a merchant vessel, a legal prey, in fact, 
to any rogue salvor from any foreign port. One cannon has already been stolen by a 
Dutch pirate and only luck has made its recovery possible. Hence now a decision is 
urgent. The wooden parts of the ship have disintegrated beyond recovery, by the way. 

I had taken care to negotiate a hard won deal from the Amencan firm: they will 
underwrite the total costs of excavation, archaeology, research, reporting, a bond of 
xxxn conservation and exhibition of the artefacts of the V1ctory, bringing them ashore 
1n the UK, whence they will be offered to a UK museum. I have begun talks with several 
possible locations, including ~xxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxx and have offered them to the 



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx The MOD has my trustees' guarantee that no 
objects will oe solei on the market anCI tnat the collection will, if humanly possible, stay 
as one assemblage; it will not leave Britain, being an important part of our maritime 
history. 

What is in It for Odyssey, apart from good publicity for undertaking such a noble task? It 
was rumoured at the t ime of sinking that there was gold on board, belonging not to the 
Brittsh state, but being earned from the bankers of Usbon, where it had last called, to 
their banker colleagues in the UK. During the consultation the government, in 2009, 
commissioned researd'l which suggests that this is not true. Should, however, it be 
found, being not the property of the state (and thus not passed over by the MOD to my 
foundation}, it would be bound by the normal rules of salvage and the salvors could 
eventually expect to receive some 80% agreed by the Receiver of Wreck. Thus Odyssey 
are betting on the odds and I hope that they win, though it is, in my view, unlikely. In 
any event these historic artefacts will be saved for the nation. I ought to add that 
Odyssey is the only firm in the world capable of this work; and are under contract to the 
Department of Transport to lift the silver from two merdlant ships which sank in wartime 
carrying bullion to India. They are already providing the British taxpayer with many 
millions, at no cost or risk, from thetr work so far. 

However, to my honest and obviously naive amazement, the gifting of the wreck to the 
Foundation caused a storm of protest from a !XXXXXXxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxx; 
C.XXXXXXXXXXXXJO. They, of course, wanted the government to give it to them (although 
they made no offer at the t ime and have not done so since) and they wanted a 
government grant of the £6/ 7 million that the work will cost. They (and labour MPs) 
attacked me personally in the press: a 'treasure hunter who will sell our heritage to 
wealthy American collectors', (it is a charity), a 'war grave robber' (the War Graves Act 
applies to ships wrecked only after 1913, and, as Dr Rule has stated, most bones will 
have disappeared (unlike the Mary-Rose). These people have a deep ideological hated 
of commercial archaeology, especially a hated of the USA. I have never replied to 
anythtng, want ing to avoid any adverse publicity for the government and played 
everything by the book, and a long book it has been ... The DCMS Secretary of State last 
year stated dearly that charitable/commercial projects of this nature are a valuable way 
forward for the arts in our current economic climate. 

The MOO is bound by custom to cons!.!lt DCMS, and there the trouble started. Everv 
project plan we submitted at the MOD's request was picked apart by oooooooooc.xxx 
s:mxxxn who in fact, have little experience of wrecks and have. no purview outside 
our waters (Victory is in internatronal waters) and the only wreck they have attempted 
has been a major cock-up. They have no VETO but act as if they have and Giles Ahem 
has been valiantly trying to get them to agree. We have met every objection, given in to 
many demands, and our archaeologists have re-written our project plans many times. 
Earlier this year I met with Ed Vaizey in the Commons; he, to his credit, held two 
meetings with my people and English Heritage etc and told them to get their act 
together. However, there has been little progress. 

To be frank, I would never have been so stupidly altruistic as to take this on, had I 
known of the aggro that I would get. Unless I get MOD permission soon, :.xxxxxxxxxx 
xXXXXXXDand the wreck will be a prey to any maritime thief with a grab and crane. I 
could not stop them, nor, of course, could you send a naval vessel to protect the wreck, 
even if the funds were available. I do not have to tell you that the bronze alone in these 



100 cannon is worth many millions today for melting and I don't want them to disappear 
as have many war memorials of late. 

My lawyers, experts in maritime law, believe that, after two and a half years of 
prevarication, consent Is being ' unreasonably refused', and, either we should just go 
ahead anyway, or seek judicial review. Odyssey, now with a billion pound deal on deep 
sea mineral deposit re<:overy, have plenty of money to fund this. 1 don't want to be 
pushed into either choice; I have done nothing ever to embarrass the government and 
do not want to start now. 

However, the artifacts are at grave risk of theft or (iestruction, and the project at risk of 
failure because of a small band of vociferous ideologues with their own agendas and I 
am determined not to be beaten by them. 

It is worth noting by the way that if these artifacts were under my land, Instead of being 
under the sea, the Portable Antiquities Scheme would allow me to dig them up and sell 
them on the market, or, if Treasure Trove, be paid the commercial value by the State! 

This is a crazy situation where bureaucratic systems have been exploited by a u xxxxxx 
and I hope that it will be resolved so that Odyssey's ship can take its equipment to the 
site before Winter sets in. 

I know that Giles will give you a dear and balanced view of the arguments to assist you 
in making a decision . 

Once again, sincerest apologies for disturbing your first few days In omce with an 
Impatient letter; do by all means ask me to come in if you wishmxxxx)()(XXXn 

Warmest regards, 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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